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The Museum of Copying was an exhibition 
conceived and executed by the founders 
of FAT Architects for the Venice Architecture 
Biennale in 2012. Griffiths played a central 
role in its conception and execution. In 
response to curator David Chipperfield’s 
theme, ‘Common Ground,’ it explored ideas 
of the copy as a way of establishing common 
ground between diverse publics over time. This 
represented a significant moment into themes 
that have been present in FAT’s work for the 
past 15 years. Its primary research questions 
were: Can copying be a creative technique 
in architecture? What potential does the 
figural section hold for architecture? How have 
photocopying, digital media and computer 
aided manufacture extended the repertoire of 
creative replication in architecture? Research 
methods included collaborative, curatorial 
work in conversation with the other contributors 
to the Museum: AA students, San Rocco and 
Ines Weizman. Together these challenged 
the idea of the copy as inauthentic pastiche 
and proposed ways of understanding and 
using it in more productive ways. FATs 
contribution, ‘Villa Rotunda Redux’, a replica 
of Palladio’s Villa Rotunda, responded 
to the research questions using research 
methods that involved close examination of 
the original and the abstraction of essential 
information from it.  This information was then 
translated into three dimensional material form 

using new fabrication techniques, as two 
abstracted quarters of the Villa Rotunda, one 
a polystyrene mould, the other a foam cast. 
These were arranged diagonally across from 
one another, displaying not only the properties 
of their original, but also the process of their 
fabrication. This produced an iteration of the 
Villa Rotunda that was at once recognizable, 
yet utterly transformed and original. The 
installation was viewed by 178,000 visitors 
attending the biennale. It has also been widely 
reviewed in the popular and architectural 
press, including Phaidon, dezeen, Architects 
Journal, designboom, ArchDaily, Architectural 
Review, Los Angeles Times and Financial 
Times. 
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General Description

The Museum of Copying was a four-part 
exhibition installed in the Arsenale for the 
Venice Architecture Biennale in 2012. It was 
conceptualised and curated by FAT architects, 
with Griffiths a key member of the team. It 
included the Villa Rotunda Redux, a 5-metre 
high remake of Palladio’s Villa Rotunda using 
analogue and digital fabrication techniques, 
conceived and executed by FAT (fig.02). 
Other components were: Architectural 
Doppelgangers, research into examples 
of architectural copies, fakes and replicas 
conceptualized and installed by students of 
the Architectural Association (fig.06, 07); The 
Book of Copying, curated by San Rocco, a 

library of copies prepared by sixty invited 
architects (fig.04-07), and Ines Weizman’s 
Repeat Yourself: Loos, Law and the Culture of 
the Copy presented the process she underwent 
when attempting to copy Adolf Loos’ House for 
Josephine Baker for Ordos in China (fig.08). 

Context

The Museum of Copying was conceived and 
executed by FAT architects, with Griffiths a key 
member of the team, for David Chipperfield’s 
2012 Venice Architecture Biennale, Common 
Ground. It was installed in the Arsenale as 
part of the main Biennale exhibit (fig.01) and 
was frequently used in the public media as the 
Biennale’s representative image (e.g. Financial 
Times, August 31 2012,  Los Angeles 
Times, August 31 2010). In the Arsenale, 
it paid tribute to Hans Hollein’s contribution 
to Paolo Portoghesi’s first International 
Venice Architecture Biennale in 1980, the 
Strada Novissima or ‘Street of Styles’, which 
comprised a set of copied columns reprising 
the history of architecture. The Museum of 
Copying explored various formats of the 
copy as a way of establishing common 

ground between diverse publics over time. 
This represented a significant moment into 
themes that have been present in FAT’s work 
for the past 15 years: the copy as a creative 
design technique and expression of shared 
meaning and of how photocopying, digital 
media and computer aided manufacture might 
extend the repertoire of creative replication. 
This continued in a deliberate fashion the 
investigations of American post-modernists 
Robert Venturi, Denise Scott Brown and Robert 
Stern into the nature of visual communication 
and historical and popular iconography, 
with experimentation with materials and 
prefabricated construction techniques not 
available during the post-modern period. 



Research Questions

The following research questions were explored in the project: 

1) Can copying be a creative technique in architecture? 
2) What potential does the figural section hold for architecture? 
3) How have photocopying, digital media and computer aided manufacture extended the 
 repertoire of creative replication in architecture?

1) To contest ideas of originality and 
authorship in architecture and promote 
copying as a mode of creativity.

In response to curator David Chipperfield’s 
theme, Common Ground, the Museum of 
Copying explored ideas of the copy in 
architecture. Copying, downplayed or derided 
in modern architecture, was investigated 
as a positive, creative technique, able to 
establish common ground and communicate 
meaning across space, time and culture, 
often with surreal effects. Modern architecture 
constructs the myth of the authentic and the 
original and denigrates copying as inferior, yet 
often relies on unacknowledged references, 
recycling and the reuse of precedent. The 
exhibition contested ideas of originality and 
authenticity and foregrounded copying as their 
unacknowledged doppelganger. It promoted 
copying and faking as polemical, original 
things to do in architecture, often producing 
novelty as a result. 

The Villa Rotunda was already a copy (of 
temple and the Pantheon) ands is arguably 
the most copied of buildings. It has as 
its progeny Chiswick House in London 
(1729) and Thomas Jefferson’s Monticello in 
Charlottsville, Virginia (1756-1808) amongst 

many others. Charles Jencks, protagonist-in-
chief of postmodernism, used it himself as 
reference for his Cape Cod cottage Garagia 
Rotunda, Truro, MA (1976-77), replicated in 
the Postmodernism exhibition at the Victoria 
and Albert Museum in 2011. In the Museum 
of Copying, FAT added to this narrative 
by reconfiguring the villa as Villa Rotunda 
Redux, a scaled-down, partial copy of itself, 
accompanied by a digitally accessible text, 
the Villa Rotunda Mini-book (P.01). 

The three additional parts of the Museum 
of Copying explored other aspects of 
the architectural copy. Architectural 
Doppelgangers was a photographic display 
of research into architectural copies, fakes 
and replicas, including a copy of the Villa 
Rotunda in the Palestine Territories and a faux 
Austrian village in China (fig.06, 07). The Book 
of Copying, a library of volumes prepared 
by sixty invited architects each of whom 
assembled photocopies related to a building 
typology, invited visitors to assemble their own 
version of the book by photocopying these 
photocopies to produce their own unique 
Book of Copies (fig.04-07).  Invited architects 
included Andrea Branzi, Jan de Vylder, Ryue 
Nishizwa, Paul Robbrecht, Francoise Roche, 
Denise Scott Brown and Jonathan Sergison. 

Aims and Objectives 
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Ines Weizman’s Repeat Yourself: Loos, Law 
and the Culture of the Copy, presented the 
process she went through when attempting to 
copy Adolf Loos’ House for Josephine Baker 
at Ordos in China, testing the significance of 
copyright in architecture (fig.08). Together these 
challenged the idea of the copy as inauthentic 
pastiche and proposed new ways of 
understanding and using it more productively. 

2) To explore the potential of the figural section 
in architecture 

Sean Griffiths has written elsewhere (in 
“Virtual Corpses, Figural Sections and 
Resonant Fields,” AD Profile 213, Radical 
Postmodernism, Sept/Oct 2011, pp 68-
77) about the use of the “figural section” 
in architecture. The figural section is a 
disembodied slice, extrusion, fragment or 
surface of a building that retains the meaning 
of the whole that is absent. Its very absence, 
signified by the fragment, makes the whole 
excessively present. The Villa Rotunda Redo 
played with these ideas in a number of ways. 
The original Villa Rotunda is symmetrical on 
two axes. Across these axes, it repeats itself 
four times; the elements of its architectural 
language operate repetitively on each of 
its four facades. The Villa Rotunda Redux 
responded to this in-built copying by distilling 
its essential information to a single quarter 
(P.01). When used in rotation, this quarter 
would produce a full copy of the Villa. But 
here, a quarter section was formed as a mould 
and one as a cast (fig.10). These were set in 
opposite quadrangles of the plan, touching 
at the tip of the cupola where positive meets 
negative (fig.16). In this arrangement, the 

incompleteness of the Villa suggested the full 
form while allowing a view of the process of 
its production (fig.12-16). 

3) To explore the potential of new material 
and manufacturing techniques to create new 
versions of an original with new meaning. 

The Villa Rotunda Redux distilled information 
about the Villa Rotunda into new material 
form using new manufacturing techniques. 
It fabricated a large facsimile of the Villa 
Rotunda, taken from a shareware example 
on Google Warehouse (P.01). This was 
routed into polystyrene blocks, which were 
assembled to form a mould. The inside of the 
mould was then sprayed with polyurethane 
foam (fig.10, 11a,b). The two quarters – the 
polystyrene mould and the foam cast were 
diagonally arranged to display the process of 
their fabrication at large scale (fig.15). Positive 
and negative, interior and exterior were set 
one against the other (fig.12, 16). The opposing 
qualities of mould and cast were asymmetrical 
reflections of one another, positive and 
negative, solid and void, interior and exterior 
reflected across a diagonal line of symmetry 
(fig.15). 

This demonstrated that the manufacture of a 
copy is a project in and of itself, separate from 
its source. Its drive for fidelity often requires 
the invention of entirely new armatures and 
technologies and rewrite the meaning of 
the object produced. To quote from the Villa 
Rotunda Minibook: “The copy can be both 
exactly the same as its original and radically 
different at the same time” (FAT).    



Research Methods

Copying requires close examination of the 
object to be replicated in order to make 
new versions of it. The Villa Rotunda Redux 
was developed through close analysis of 
the original Villa Rotunda (P.01). Given its 
biaxial symmetry, its essential information 
was distilled into a single quarter which, 
when used in rotation, would produce the 
whole. This information was translated into 
new material form using new manufacturing 
techniques. It fabricated a large facsimile of 
the Villa Rotunda, taken from a shareware 
example on Google Warehouse. This was 
routed into polystyrene blocks, which were 
assembled to form a mould (fig.11a,b). The 
inside of the mould was then sprayed with 
polyurethane foam (fig.10). The two quarters – 
the polystyrene mould and the foam cast were 
diagonally arranged to display the process of 
their fabrication at large scale (fig.13). 

This method of fabrication was used to 
generate as faithful a reproduction of the 
original as scale, material and budget 
allowed. Yet the process also created a series 
of experiences that abstracted the original 
Villa’s form. The outside of the mould became 
a simplified block form in which only an echo 
of the Villa is perceptible (fig.11a,13b). The 
inside of the mould was accurate, yet inverted, 
the exterior surface of the Villa turned inside 
out (fig.14). The exterior of the cast presented 
a seamless iteration of the Villa, yet its interior 
revealed the gloopy, cave-like condition 
created by the sprayed foam application 
(fig.12a). Together, the elements displayed 
the process of manufacturing the copy, in 
each part displaying the transformation of 
the subject by the process. They contrasted 

the project’s historical subject with digital 
techniques of construction and contemporary 
materials. They aimed to make an iteration 
of the Villa Rotunda that was at once 
recognizable, yet utterly transformed (fig.03).
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Dissemination / Impact

The project was seen by the Biennale’s 178,000 visitors (fig.07). It was published in the Biennale 
Catalogue and has been widely disseminated and reviewed in the architectural media. It was 
frequently used in the popular media as the representative image for the Biennale as a whole. 

Articles and reviews in the Architectural media included: 

‘FAT create Museum of Copying at Venice Biennale.’ Phaidon, 23 August 2012
<http://uk.phaidon.com/agenda/architecture/articles/2012/august/23/fat-create-museum-of-
copying-at-venice-biennale/> 

Frearson, A. ‘The Museum of Copying by FAT at Venice Architecture Biennale 2012.’ dezeen 
magazine, 23 August 2012
<http://www.dezeen.com/2012/08/23/the-museum-of-copying-by-fat-at-venice-architecture-biennale-2012/>

Jacob, S. ‘Venice preview: FAT Architects.’ Architects Journal, 16 August 2012
<http://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/venice-preview-fat-architects/8634443.article >

Jacob, S. ‘Villa Rotunda Redux & The New Originals.’ Strange Harvest, 
<http://strangeharvest.com/villa-rotunda-redux-the-new-originals>

Jacob, S. ‘”Copying is both fundamental and dangerous to architecture” – Sam Jacob of FAT.’ 
dezeen, 02 September 2012 
<http://www.dezeen.com/2012/09/02/copying-is-both-fundamental-and-dangerous-to-architecture-
says-sam-jacob-of-fat/> 

Lauren db. ‘FAT: museum of copying at the 13th international architecture biennale 2012.’ 
designboom, 31 August 2012 
<http://www.designboom.com/architecture/fat-museum-of-copying-at-the-13th-international-architecture-
biennale-2012/>

Szita, J. ‘Villa Rotunda Redux by FAT.’ Frame Publishers, 03 September 2012
<http://www.frameweb.com/news/villa-rotunda-redux-by-fat>

Rosenfield , K. ‘Venice Biennale 2012: FAT presents ‘The Museum of Copying.’’ ArchDaily, 26 Aug 2012 
<http://www.archdaily.com/266893>

Ruiz, C. ‘”Villa Rotunda Redux” by FAT in the Venice Biennale, 2012.’ Metalocus 17 October, 2012 
< http://www.metalocus.es/content/en/blog/villa-rotunda-redux-fat-venice-biennale-2012> 

Ryan, R. ‘Empirical Affinities at the Venice Biennale.’ Architectural Review, 28 September 2012 
<http://www.architectural-review.com/reviews/empirical-affinities-at-the-venice-biennale/8636140.article>



Examples of coverage in the popular media include: 

Hawthorne, C. ‘Venice Architecture Biennale is on limited ‘Common Ground.’’ Los Angeles 
Times, August 31 2010 
<http://articles.latimes.com/2012/aug/31/entertainment/la-et-cm-venice-biennale-
review-20120901>

Heathcote, E. ‘Construction and Society.’ Financial Times, August 31 2012 
<http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/34c75e12-f281-11e1-86e0-00144feabdc0.html#axzz2MlL51L9B>

A download-able publication of the Villa Rotunda Redux, The Villa Rotunda Redux Minibook, is 
available from FAT’s web site and included here as P01.
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Images and Drawings

Fig. 01 Villa Rotunda Redux, axial view, 
photograph Nico Saieh 

Fig. 02 Villa Rotunda Redux, axial view, 
photograph Nico Saieh 

Fig. 03 Villa Rotunda Redux, diagonal view 
from above, photograph Nico Saieh

Fig. 04 Book of Copies being installed, 
photograph Nico Saieh

Fig. 05 Book of Copies being installed, 
photograph Nico Saieh 

Fig. 06 Book of Copies installed with 
Architectural Doppelgangers in the 
bacxkground, photograph Nico Saieh 

Fig. 07 Book of Copies with Villa Rotunda 
Redux and Repeat Yourself in 
background, and Architectural 
Doppelgangers on the left, photograph 
Nico Saieh 

Fig. 08 Repeat Yourself: Loos, Law and the Culture 
of the Copy, photograph Nico Saieh

Fig. 09 Villa Rotunda Redux, render  
Fig. 10 Villa Rotunda Redux, diagram of 

fabrication
Fig. 11a Villa Rotunda Redux, mould and cast, 

interiors and exteriors
Fig. 11b Villa Rotunda Redux, mould interior 

detail
Fig. 12a, b, c Villa Rotunda Redux, mould and 

cast, fabricated details
 a Interior of mould
 b Interior of mould, columns subtracted
 c Interior of mould, windows added
Fig. 13a – e Villa Rotunda Redux, structure
 a Axial view showing steel frame 

supporting mould
 b Diagonal view showing steel frame 

supporting mould and apex joint

 c Detail of steel frame
 d Apex joint from inside
 e Apex joint close-up
Fig. 14 Façade expressed as positive on 

outside of cast
Fig. 15 Façade expressed as negative on 

inside of mould
Fig. 16 View showing relationship between 

positive and negative facades

Press

P.01 Villa Rotunda Redux Minibook 

P.02 ‘FAT create Museum of Copying at 
Venice Biennale.’ Phaidon, 23 August 
2012

P.03 Frearson, A. ‘The Museum of Copying 
by FAT at Venice Architecture Biennale 
2012,’ dezeen magazine, 23 August 
2012

P.04 Jacob, S. ‘Venice preview: FAT 
Architects.’ Architects Journal, 16 
August 2012

P.05 Jacob, S. ‘Villa Rotunda Redux & The 
New Originals.’ Strange Harvest

P.06 Lauren db. ‘FAT: museum of copying 
at the 13th international architecture 
biennale 2012.’ designboom, 31 
August 2012

P.07 Rosenfield , K. ‘Venice Biennale 
2012: FAT presents ‘The Museum of 
Copying.’’ ArchDaily, 26 Aug 2012 

Evidence



Fig.02  Villa Rotunda Redux, axial view, photograph Nico Saieh 
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Fig.03  Villa Rotunda Redux, diagonal view from above, photograph Nico Saieh

Fig.01  Villa Rotunda Redux, axial view, photograph Nico Saieh 



Fig.04  Book of Copies being installed, photograph Nico Saieh

Fig.05  Book of Copies being installed, photograph Nico Saieh 
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Fig.06  Book of Copies installed with Architectural Doppelgangers in the bacxkground, photograph Nico Saieh 

Fig.07  Book of Copies with Villa Rotunda Redux and Repeat Yourself in background, and Architectural



Fig.08  Repeat Yourself: Loos, Law and the Culture of the Copy, photograph Nico Saieh

Fig.09  Villa Rotunda Redux, render 
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Fig.11a  Villa Rotunda Redux, mould and cast, interiors and exteriors

Fig.10  Villa Rotunda Redux, diagram of fabrication



Fig.11b  Villa Rotunda Redux, mould interior detail
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Fig.12a  Interior of mould



Fig.12b  Interior of mould, columns subtracted

Fig.12c  Interior of mould, windows added
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Fig.13a  Axial view showing steel frame supporting mould

Fig.13b  Diagonal view showing steel frame supporting mould and apex joint



Fig.13c  Detail of steel frame

Fig.13d  Apex joint from inside
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Fig.13e  Apex joint close-up

Fig.14  Façade expressed as positive on outside of cast



Fig.15  Façade expressed as negative on inside of mould

Fig.16  View showing relationship between positive and negative facades
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P.01 Fat, Villa Rotunda Redux Minibook

Villa Rotunda Redux
FAT for the 13th Architecture Biennale, Venice

Historically, copying was the means by which architecture disseminated language and culture into common 
use. Palladio's Four Books of Architecture (1570, Venice), for example, were explicit manuals published to be 
copied by other architects (while at the same time synthesising an architectural language by copying antique 
architecture). Yet the copy has also became characterised as the enemy of progress, an inauthentic, pastiched 
and faked dead end of invention.

The architectural copy can be schizophrenically characterised as the discipline’s perfect and evil twin, at once 
fundamental to architecture’s mode and its nemesis. Yet there are other, perhaps more productive, ways of 
understanding the copy.

Copying requires us to look closely at the subject we wish to replicate. The copy is a distillation of this 
information into material form, producing a physical object that embodies a specific form of understanding.

The manufacture of a copy is a project in and of itself, separate from its source. Its drive for fidelity often 
requires entirely new armatures and technologies to be invented. Equally, the desires that motivate the 
production of a copy rewrite the meaning of the object that is produced. Narratives of, say, love, pride, fear or 
joy become encoded into the substance of the replica. The copy can be both exactly the same as its original and 
radically different at one and the same time.

Copying is dangerously fertile. Controls of intellectual property may attempt to protect against reproduction 
but in doing so they alter the life and influence of their subjects. But law does not prevent copying, in the form 
of influence, combining unrelated genomes into previously unimaginable entities.

The architectural copy forces us to examine the world as it comes to us and to invent ways of manufacturing 
new versions of the world.

On The Importance of Copying 



P.01  (cont)

The Villa Rotunda is perhaps the Ur example of the architectural copy. It is a building composed out of copies 
- an assemblage of temple and Pantheon, arranged to produce a radically new architectural typology. It has 
been the subject of the subject of multiple exercises in replication across time and space, from Chiswick House 
(London), through Monticello (Charlottesville) to contemporary examples including Beit Falasteen in the 
Palestinian Territories.

As both subject and object, the Villa Rotunda presents us with an unfolding narrative of architectural copying.

On the occasion of the Venice Biennale, we feel it appropriate to return a version of the Rotunda back to 
Venice in a state resonant with the condition of the copy that Palladio helped to propagate.

The Villa Rotunda & It’s Copies

Villa Rotunda & its Copies:

From left: Villa Almerico Capra, Andrea Palladio, Vicenza (Italy),1571
 Chiswick House, Lord Burlington, London (UK),1729
 Monticello, Thomas Jefferson, Charlottesville (USA),1772
 Beit Falasteen, Rabih Al-Masri, Nablus (Palestinian Territories), 2000

The Villa Rotunda Redux is an installation by FAT that fabricates a large facsimile of the Villa Rotunda. 
The installation comprises two parts. First a CNC’d mould of a quarter of the Villa from which a cast is then 
taken. 

In keeping with the notion of the copy, the digital model of the Villa is taken from a shareware example on 
Google Warehouse. This is routed into polystyrene blocks and assembled to form the mould. The cast is taken 
by spraying into the mould with polyurethane foam, applied on site.

The cast and mould are arranged as an installation, displaying the process of fabrication at large scale. The 
qualities of positive and negative, of interior and exterior and the abstractions and fidelities of the original Villa 
are set one against the other.

Villa Rotunda Redux

Diagram of Fabrication: 
1. Mould constructed.
2. Polyurethane foam sprayed into interior of mould.
3. Mould demounted to leave cast in place.
4. Mould re-assembled adjacent to cast.

1 2 3 4
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Installation View

Front Elevation

Plan

Section Through Cast

Front Elevation

Plan

Section Through Cast

The original Villa is symmetrical on two axis. Across these axis, the Villa repeats itself. In addition, the elements 
of its architectural language operate repetitively. The Villa Rotunda Redux responds to this in-built copying 
through its reduction of the Villa to a quarter section. The quarter mould used in rotation could be used to 
produce full copies of the Villa. For Venice, the mould and cast are set in opposite quadrangles of the plan, 
touching at the tip of the cupola where positive meets negative.

In this arrangement, the incompleteness of the Villa is used to suggest the full form while allowing a view of the 
process of production. It sets the opposing qualities of mould and cast as asymmetrical reflections of each other: 
positive and negative, solid and void, interior and exterior reflected across a diagonal line of symmetry.

Symmetry & Asymmetry

P.01  (cont)



3/4 View of Installation

From Left: Interior of Mould
 Exterior of Cast
 Interior of Cast
 Exterior of Mould

The method of fabrication is employed to generate as faithful a reproduction as scale, material and budget 
allow. Yet the process also creates a series of experiences that abstract the original Villas form. The outside of 
the mould becomes a simplified block form in which only an echo of the Villa is perceptible. The inside of 
the mould is accurate yet inverted, the exterior surface of the Villa turned inside out. The exterior of the cast 
presents a seamless iteration of the Villa, yet its interior reveals the gloopy, cave-like condition created by the 
sprayed foam application. Together, the elements display the process of manufacturing the copy, in each part 
displaying the transformation of the subject by the process. They contrast the projects historical subject with 
digital techniques of construction and contemporary materials. They aim to make an iteration of the Villa 
Rotunda that is at once recognisable and utterly transformed.

Transformation By Process

P.01  (cont)
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Interior View of Mould

Frontal View of Installation

P.01  (cont)



P.02 ‘FAT create Museum of Copying at Venice Biennale.’ Phaidon, 23 August 2012
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P.03 Frearson, A. ‘The Museum of Copying by FAT at Venice Architecture Biennale 2012,’ dezeen magazine, 23 August 2012



P.03  (cont)
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P.04 Jacob, S. ‘Venice preview: FAT Architects.’ Architects Journal, 16 August 2012



P.05 Jacob, S. ‘Villa Rotunda Redux & The New Originals.’ Strange Harvest
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P.05  (cont)



P.05  (cont)
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P.06  Lauren db. ‘FAT: museum of copying at the 13th international architecture biennale 2012.’ designboom, 31 August 2012
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